
EquUS 

Sustainable Wagering Investment Strategies 

 

Equus is a positive expectation wagering model available to clients on a no win no fee basis.  The model 

objective is to create a viable and sustainable long-term income stream from racing through application of 

risk suppression strategies and intelligent bet placement across a several wagering platforms. 

The winning expectation of consistent profit lines is underpinned by more than two years of robust returns 

by betting in environments of reduced risk thus giving greater scope to the likelihood of return consistency. 

Although the Equus model has more than 2 strings in its bow, initial wagering will be limited to Place 

(occasional win) and Dutch betting in a bank consolidation and growth period. A win small but win often 

mindset is to the fore here with both Place and the risk spreading Dutch platforms giving us greater return 

expectations than straight out wagering.  

PLACE BETTING 

Much has been written about place betting as a long-term viable prospect for a sustainable income stream 

from racing. Most of it has been in a negative light citing percentages and value issues. I was interested to 

read an article on Place Betting from respected form analyst Daniel O’Sullivan who works for The Rating 

Bureau and has several postings on Betfair’s Hub platform. Daniel writes as follows “If you find a horse in 
the market at $6.00 that you think is actually a $5.00 chance then the profit edge for the win price on that 
bet is 100 / 5 x 6 = +20% POT. If your assessed price is right and you back enough horses at $6.00 that are 
really $5.00 chances, then in the long-term you will make +20% profit on turnover. 

But what about the place betting value? From the table above, you know that if a horse’s real chance of 
winning is 20% – $5.00 then its place chance is on average 52% or a true place price $1.92.This knowledge 
allows you to compare the place prices on offer in the market against the “true price” to determine the 
value.” 

To say if you are backing a correctly priced runner at 5.00 for a win you need a 1.92 is simply not true, let’s 
look at the following example. 

We have a race where the favourite is a genuine Group horse and priced as odds on. The second favourite 
also has Group and Listed form but is generally acknowledged as a length or so behind the favourite and is 
correctly priced at 5.00 a win to beat the favourite. The field then falls away dramatically to out of form to 
Benchmark 58 raters. I would say in this example the second favourite would be probably priced at around 
a 1.10 a place or even shorter. If one could get 1.50 a place this runner then this would be fantastic place 
value. Under Daniel’s value assessment we need a 1.92. which is simply wrong. Value charts cannot be 
applied in a broad-brush approach, every individual pricing must be taken in context of the market make 
up. In the example I have listed the next priced runner outside the top 2 would probably 20’s or greater. 

There has also been a great deal of commentary about the importance of ‘VALUE’ when punting and how 
we must strive to obtain prices that are greater than the ‘TRUE ODDS’ of any runner winning. This is 
espoused as the standard modus operandi of all successful professional punters.  

The problem is that form analysis is very insular and doesn’t really lend itself to the collaborative process, 
with the final output being nothing more than subjective evaluation, based on weighted values by the 



analyst. So, if the market price on offer is 4.00 to an analyst who has rated the runner at 3.00 then 
apparent Value is present but to another analyst who has rated the runner at 5.00 then Non-Value is to the 
fore. 

Value is nothing more than perception for those making the call. The bottom line in wagering is STRIKE 
RATE – NOTHING ELSE MATTERS. You can have the greatest money management system and staking plan 
in place but without returns you have nothing. Therefore, it is extremely important for those who take 
their punting seriously and want to make a long term go out of it to keep records. Get together a 
reasonable size data sample (1000 bets) then obtain the average price of your wagers. From that you can 
calculate the strike rate required to stay ahead of the curve. If for example your average bet price is 3.00 
then you need to win 33.5 times at a minimum in every 100 bets to exhibit a profit line.  

If you a failing to achieve the minimum required strike rate, then in all probability you have a flaw in how 
you go about the analysis process. 

DUTCH BETTING 

Dutch Betting has been around for a long time and is simply a concept of backing several runners in a race 
to achieve a profitable outcome. It is a risk spreading exercise of not having all your eggs in one basket. 
Naturally, return dividends are smaller, but this type of wagering services the win smaller win often mantra 
perfectly. For those who come on board the strategies for both these platforms will be explained in much 
greater depth 

On Saturday 18th May this year I passed the $10,000-profit mark since the 19th January this year with some 
tweaks to previous strategies predominately with place (some win) and an advanced form of Dutching I 
term Power Dutching. This is on the back of a previous successful year in 2018. 

 



 

(These images also attached for larger viewing) 

As you can see, I started with a base staking level of $100.00 and am currently on a staking level of $200 
and am close to moving to a level 5 $250.00. I have stayed on level 4 much longer than previous levels as 
the staking increases to ensure that I am still getting it right and am able to maintain a profitable edge. 

The Power Plus Staking program used is an aggressive loss recovery system and is perfect for analysts with 
a proven high strike rate which is ideal with the expectation from a Place and Dutch portfolio. 

The current Place and occasional win sector in 54 bets to date is showing Profit on Turnover of 79.2 % from 
a strike rate of 72% at an average price of 2.50. The Power Plus program will produce better results than 
level staking but paradoxically requires runs of outs to achieve this via program recovery staking. My strike 
rate is that good to date that full recovery mode is yet to be activated. 

Interested parties as part of the package will receive the Power Plus Staking Spreadsheet to facilitate and 
record bet history. 

The cost of the Equus service is only $10.00 per week. Initial first payment will be for a 3-month payment 
of $120.00. If at the expiry date of 3 months, I have not made you greater than the initial outlay of $120.00 
then your payment will be returned in full. *(based on minimum 25.00 wagers and staking as per Power 
Plus program) 

Clients can use whatever staking level they want as clearly not everyone can afford to stake $100.00 bets 
straight up. Once committing to the service, they will receive the Power Plus program with guidance and 
run through some trial scenarios for 1 week before receiving selections. 

The minimum place price is 1.50 with no top end restriction. Initially the profit line may seem pedestrian 
but understand again the mantra of win small win often. As we work through the staking levels this will 
develop into a very nice tax-free earner. More advanced options in the Equus portfolio will unfold as profit 
lines reach expected growth levels. 

There is much more information such as how to set yourself up for maximum returns and when to advance 
to the next staking level. 

The expected kick off will be Saturday 22nd June.  I need to establish an Expression of Interest list with 
further info sent out on a weekly basis up until start date. 

Cheers Ken 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


